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entire world.Q: SQL Reporting, running reports on selected dates We have a SQL Server Reporting Services
(2005) based application where we have schedule and report functionality. We are in a process to improve

the user experience, I am trying to come up with an idea that would help a client with his end-user
experience. I am trying to think of ways a client could improve the user experience by running a report on a
certain date, or a range of days. So for example, he could select just the 1 month of weekly data, or he could

select a group of days that have been busy or a cluster of days that have been busy. Any ideas of what is
possible or if you have implemented this sort of function? I have found some solutions related to schedule

views but I have not come up with anything myself. A: You can create your own SQL service which hosts your
dynamic queries. User selects the date and place. You can use some third party data grid control for UI, like

telerik's A shot in the arm for Muay Thai? According to a recent press release published by Fullfacemedia, the
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“Macho Woman Muay Thai Challenge” event scheduled to take place in the South of France, has turned out
to be one of the most successful events of the year in terms of number of participants. “With a solid

representation of both male and female fighters, this is a true showcase of Muay Thai and will prove a shot in
the arm for the sport.” – Fullfacemedia press release Two weight classes are scheduled for the event with
male kickboxing fighters competing in the 139 lbs weight class and the 155 lbs weight class for women

kickboxers. Indeed more than 60 fighters have signed up to fight, a number that stands to rise as this event
is becoming one of the most popular in the world. “It’s the end of the year, the weather has been very tough
here with cold temperatures and we are looking forward to a nice warm summer while improving the event to
make it even better.” – Fullfacemedia press release The event is scheduled to take place at the Olympia Club
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